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Internship - Business Continuity

Job description
The student, as part of the System on Chip Verification (SOCV) team and under the 
guidance of an assigned mentor, will undertake projects working on Infineon's flagship 
TriCore-based Automotive Micro-controllers.

In your new role you will: 

Understand of Cypress manufacturing process flow and transaction system, 
provide an overview to the Zero balancing project team on how the system 
works, including the processes to handle quality rejects, scrap, engineering 
samples

Learn the key manufacturing processes in a semiconductor environment and 
understand how products are tracked from start to ship out from the site

Learn how manufacturing manages the quality issues, and handling of scraps in 
Infineon

Create animated videos for Business Continuity

Understand about Export Control in Infineon, about key concept of export 
control topics and help to create customized and interactive training materials 
for the various trainings

Learning outcomes 

To support the Zero balancing project in AP region

To support the Export Control team to provide better training through interactive 
materials 

An appreciation of corporate real estate function in terms of project 
management, workplace design, leasing, contract negotiation and 
administration 

An overall understanding of the data protection landscape in AP region coupled 
with the an insight on how privacy is put into action in real-word situation

Profile
You are best equipped for this task if you have: 

On track to obtain Bachelor in Business Administration/Economics/Legal/ Estate 
Management/ IT/Social Sciences

Proactive player

Ability to commit 6 months or more 

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow. 

Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and 
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure, 
seamless communications link the real and the digital world. 

In accordance with the requirements set by the Singaporean Government, Infineon 
Technologies Asia Pacific Pte Ltd (“Infineon”) can only allow individuals who are (a) 
fully vaccinated, (b) certified to be medically ineligible for a vaccine or (c) have 
recovered from COVID-19 within a prescribed period, onto company premises. 
Therefore, Infineon requires all new employees, as well as contractors and business 
partners, to be fully vaccinated against COVID-19. “Fully vaccinated” means individuals 
have completed the full regime of an approved COVID-19 Vaccine as listed under the 
World Health Organization (WHO) Emergency Use Listing (EUL) including the respective 
post-vaccination period to ensure the vaccine has become full effective. Anyone who is 
unable to be vaccinated due to an approved and/or recognised exemption condition 
may apply for special consideration. 
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